
It’s important to spend time exploring the type that goes with your design mark. When you look at type, look at each character in your logo’s 
name to be sure each letter is nicely formed. Think about the emotion that the type gives off, it might be subtle but it’s there. Think about 
readability: it has got to be easy to read big and tiny- open counters and bowls will help. See if you can match the weight of the lines in your 
mark to the weight in the strokes in the type, it’s a great way to unify your logo.

Type your name 10 times in a serif font
Serif fonts tend to look more placed because their little serif feet form a sort of line for them to sit on, this can bring stability to a logo mark that feels floating. Serif fonts tend to look more placed because their little serif feet form a sort of line for them to sit on, this can bring stability to a logo mark that feels floating. 
Serif fonts are more likely to have thick and thin lines in one letter. Serif fonts tend to feel more traditional, trustworthy, established, and reliable and have a sense 
of history and give a feel of high quality. Serif fonts are a great choice if your target market is more traditional. Slab Serifs are known for their solidity & confidence.

Type your name 10 times in a sans serif font
Sans serif fonts are closer to how you write by hand then a serif font so tends to look more friendly and personable. Sans serif fonts tend to be one equal weight in Sans serif fonts are closer to how you write by hand then a serif font so tends to look more friendly and personable. Sans serif fonts tend to be one equal weight in 
each character, feel modern, clean and efficienct. Sans serif fonts are more geometric and that makes them a popular choice for web and social media because 
they are easier to read on screens.

Type your name 10 times in a script or decorative font
Script fonts are carefree and have a creative outlook. These are used to express creativity and emotions, creativity and interest. Script fonts with more curves 
show femininity but be careful, they can get hard to read at small sizes.

Kerning and spacing can do wonders. Spacing can be used to express specific messages. Minimal tracking can be used to show linkage, tight schedule, 
punctuality, strictness, etc. while more open tracking can be used to express coolness, luxuriousness, richness, etc. 

Step #6 exploring typefaces


